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1 Pam Hall Cliffs of Lake Ferry
Acrylic on canvas 76 x 102 cm

$250

2 Kerrie Drogemuller Charred
Acrylic on canvas 51 x 51 cm

$450

3 Kerrie Drogemuller Branch Interrupted
Acrylic on canvas 46.5 x 35.5 cm

$370

4 Kerrie Drogemuller Ghost Tree
Acrylic on canvas 51 x 76.5 cm

$600

5 Liz Mattock The Barn and the Hop Kiln
Oil on canvas panel 1: 40 x 100 cm, panel 2: 40 x 40cm

$420

6 Liz Mattock The Fence Post
Oil on canvas 50 x 40 cm

$150

7 Andrew Barr Reflections at the Gorge
Oil on hardboard 79 x 53 cm

$250

8 Andrew Barr Arkaroola Pinnacle
Oil on Canvas 70 x 50 cm

$250

9 Peter Surguy Night Rest
Acrylic on canvas 76 x 60 cm

$680
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10 Peter Surguy Sunset Blaze
Acrylic on canvas 41 x 51 cm

$380

11 Peter Surguy Alien's Land
Acrylic on canvas 50 x 70 cm

$580

12 Peter Surguy Impacting Civilization
Acrylic and mixed media on canvas 100 x 75 cm

$770

13 Peter Surguy Tabled
3D wood, mixed elements 240 x 75 x 50 cm

$1450

14 Peter Surguy Pedestal
3D wood, stone and mixed media 140 x 70 x 60 cm

$1200

15 Peter Surguy Opening Mind
3D piece wood, fabric, fur and mixed media 180 x 40 x 40 cm

$1340

16 Peter Surguy Mountain Dreamed
Acrylic on canvas 60 x 88 cm

$880

17 Peter Surguy Night Bird Mountain
Acrylic on canvas 45 x 75 cm

$480

18 Andrew Barr Mambray Creek
Mixed media on board 46 x 55 cm

$150
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19 Jenny Anderson Fruit of Hills Orchard
Watercolour 40 x 35 cm

$70

20 Jenny Anderson Shearer's Workplace
Watercolour 41 x 62 cm

NFS

21 Trevor Green Turning the Inside Out
Turned native and exotic timbers 80 x 80 x 40 cm

$220

22 Lisa Grapentin Fox in the Wren House
Mixed media drawing, pencil, aquarelle and oil pastel 34 x 44 cm

$250

23 Lisa Grapentin I, Cat
Pencil drawing 32 x 32 cm

$120

24 Janet Gallagher Bright Flower Blooms in the Night - Totemic i
Recycled blanket, Textile collage 25 x 25 cm

$250

25 Hazel Green Migrant Trees: The Oaks
Eco-dyed silk, hand stitch with machine stitched pogaji seams
panel 1: 72 x79 cm, panel 2: 67 x 59 cm, Panel 3: 90 x 14 cm

$200

26 Sarah Kumela Ancestors Legacy
Old window frame, oak branches and crochete Crochet 72 x 42 x 16 cm

$250

27 Kirsty Emery Bloom Where You Grow
Mixed media, digital print, wool and cotton embroidery 30 x 20 cm

$125
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28 Kirsty Emery On the Old Road Out of Town
Mixed media, digital print and alumininum sheeting 30 x 20 cm

$80

29 Kirsty Emery Winter, Spring, Summer and …
Mixed media, digital print on canvas and lino print on silk 30 x 20 cm

$75

30 Kirsty Emery Look Around You
Mixed media, lino print on silk and silk thread 120 x 30 x 90 cm

$200

31 Kirsty Emery Falling leaves
Lino print on silk 150 x 30 cm

$175

32 Anne Griffiths Pink Galah
Feathers, branches, hand felted wool 100 cm long

$120

33 Anne Griffiths Emu Goddess
Feathers, branches, hand felted wool 150 cm long

$180

34 Anne Griffiths Hybrid
Feathers, branches, hand felted wool 100 cm long

$120

35 Anne Griffiths Offering
Hand felted vessel with sticks 40 cm diameter

$120

36 Belinda Broughton Owning Up
Ink and plaster on canvas 40 x 40 cm

$200
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37 Belinda Broughton Dangerous Rubbish
Mixed media including engraved glass 27 x 27 x 12 cm

$400

38 Belinda Broughton Breeding Like
Ink and acrylic on paper 40 x 40 cm

$200

39 Belinda Broughton Elegance is an attitude (Rabbit)
Sculpture, found objects 15 x 15 x 10 cm

$400

40 Barbara Millward Oaks Amongst The Eucalypts
Textile and mixed media 126 x 76 cm

NFS

41.1 Matthew Ryan Red Belly Bracelet
Enameled copper wire, sterling silver clasps 20.3 cm

$60

41.2 Matthew Ryan Copperhead Bracelet
Enameled copper wire, sterling silver clasps 20.3 cm

$60

41.3 Matthew Ryan Tiger Snake Bracelet
Coloured copper wire, sterling silver clasp 20.3 cm

$70

42 Pam Stringer Fire
Wet and dry felt using wool tops and silk 24 x 28 cm

$75

43 Pam Stringer Winter
Wet and dry felt using wool tops and silk 24 x 28 cm

$75
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44 Pam Stringer Summer
Wet and dry felt using wool tops and silk 24 x 28 cm

$75

45 Janet Gallagher Remnant
Textile collage 52.5 x 72.5 cm

$1255

46 Janet Gallagher Overlay i (Rayked)
Series of three images, photographic print - edition of 25
(Fine Art Prints available on request) 25 x 25 cm

$105

47 Janet Gallagher Overlay ii (Resistance)
Series of three images, photographic print - edition of 25
(Fine Art Prints available on request) 25 x 25 cm

$105

48 Janet Gallagher Overlay iii (Boundary)
Series of three images, photographic print - edition of 25
(Fine Art Prints available on request) 25 x 25 cm

$105

49 Janice Lane Altogether Now I - XII
Acrylic on slices of eucalypt branches - approx 9cm diameter (12 rounds of irregular shape)

$80 each

50 Janice Lane Altogether now XIII
Acrylic on eucalypt approx 25 cm diameter, irregular

$180

51 Janice Lane Altogether now XIV
Acrylic on eucalypt approx 28 cm diameter, irregular

$180

52 Pam Hall Water tanks
Acrylic on canvas 76 x 76 cm

$250
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53 Paula Robbins Survival
Acrylic on canvas 40 x 81 cm

$150

54 Paula Robbins Arrival
Acrylic on canvas 40 x 81 cm

$150

55 Callum Docherty Blue Sunday on The River Torrens
Paint on canvas 80 x 80 cm

$1500

56 Andrew Barr Bonsai Tree at Bimbowrie
Oil on canvas 100 x 74 cm

$375

57 Andrew Barr Gawler Ranges #4
1500 million year lava flows oil on canvas 100 x 74 cm

$375

58 Carole Bann Frogmouths
Coloured Pencil 35.5 x 43.5 cm

$1100

59 Carole Bann Black Cocky
24ct Gold and Pure Silver (Metalpoint) 37 x 26 cm

$900

60 Ervin Janek A Certain Awkwardness
Digital slideshow - prints available on application
A2 limited edition of 10

$250

A5 no edition

$40

61 Carole Bann Eagle
24ct Gold and Pure Silver (Metalpoint) 16 x 16 cm

$500
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62 Carole Bann Gum Study
24ct Gold and Pure Silver (Metalpoint) 7.2 x 9.8 cm

$200

63 Carole Bann Emu
24ct Gold and Pure Silver (Metalpoint) 14 x 18.5 cm

$250

64 Carole Bann Skeletons
24ct Gold and Pure Silver (Metalpoint) and Coloured Pencil 27.5 x 37.5 cm

$450

65 Carole Bann Gum Nuts
24ct Gold and Pure Silver (Metalpoint) 28 x 18 cm

$900

66 Sue Boettcher They will shoot in Spring
Oil on Belgium Linen 92 x 100 cm

$1200

67 Sue Boettcher Abstract Study 1
Oil on canvas 20 x 25 cm

$250

68 Sue Boettcher Abstract Study 2
Oil on canvas 20 x 25 cm

$250

69 Sue Boettcher Study 1
Oil on canvas 20 x 25 cm

$250

70 Sue Boettcher Study 2
Oil on canvas 20 x 25 cm

$250
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71 Kendrea Rhodes Vineyard Dawn Adelaide Hills
Oil on Canvas from aerial photograpy by Clint Young 90 x 60 cm

$330

72 Kerrie Drogemuller Sprout
Acrylic on canvas 51 x 76.5 cm

$550

73 Jane Mant Rainbow Day
Acrylic on canvas 46 x 61 cm

$770

74 Jane Mant From the morning
Acrylic on canvas 46 x 61 cm

$770

75 Jane Mant As it is
Acrylic on canvas 50 x 76 cm

$770

76 Frances Griffin Crazy Patchwork Kookaburra
Wooden assemblage, Balsa, Pine, Pyrography 32 x 50 cm (framed)

$490

77 Frances Griffin Crazy Patchwork Snake
Wood Assemblage, Balsa, Pine, Pyrography, Wood stain 32 x 50 cm (framed)

$490

78 Frances Griffin Crazy Patchwork Dragon
Wood Assemblage, Balsa, Pine, Marker, Pyrography, Charcoal 32 x 50 cm (framed)

$490

79 Frances Griffin Crazy Patchwork Brown Quail
Wood Assemblage, Balsa, Pine, Pyrography 32 x 50 cm (framed)

$490
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80 Frances Griffin Crazy Patchwork Fox
Wood Assemblage, Balsa, Pine, Pyrography 32 x 50 cm (framed)

$490

81 Dijana Komad Dream for a Dream
Clay, wood 21 x 90 cm

$350

82 Tricia Ross Hillscape (Burning), 2017
Oil on Canvas 104 x 124 x 6 cm (framed)

$1900

83 Sue Boettcher An Arrogant Trio
Oil on canvas 100 x 75 cm

$950

84 Tricia Ross Hillscape (Burning #2)
Oil on Canvas 104 x 104 x 6 cm (framed)

$1700

85 Isobel McGarry #withwords/withoutwords
Windsock/Koinobori with O-mikuji prayer/poem paper strips,
eco dyed silk, paper and iron, hand stitched 200 cm x 70 cms

NFS

86 Judy Parham Under the Southern Stars
Muslin, wool, rope Textile 120 x 120 x 5 cm

$200

87 Judy Parham Ginkgo Cloak
Onion skin dyed muslin, ginkgo leaves, balsa wood and mixed media 140 x 76 x 20 cm

$400

88 Maggie Moy Shards of Home Series
Stoneware, porcelain, cobalt underglaze, 12 pots variable
9 cm diameter (small)

$45 each

11 cm diameter (medium)

$55 each
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89 Indigo Eli leaving
Mixed media, hand printed and placed eucalytpus leaves,
found wooden limbs, book pages and visual poetry 3D

NFS

90 Judy Parham Hands of the Land
Found model ,cotton gloves, cotton muslin, feathers, wire,
felted dog hair, hessian and plastic bags 196 x 76 x 45 cm

POA

91 Judy Parham The angelic nature of trees'
Eucalyptus bark, chicken wire, muslin, cotton quilting filler,
cotton filling, tree branch Mixed media 190 x 180 x 30 cm

POA

92 Kelli Park Mother and Earth
Firewood, twigs, seeds, leaves and other found objects 60 x 30 x 10 cm

$500

93 Veronica Oborn Jefferis Manna Gum Colours
Quilt in reverse appliquet, various fabrics held together by stitching 150 x 130 cm

NFS

94 Dianne Downer FALLING LEAVES
Eco dying on pure wool, cut and appliqued 113 x 50 cm

$275

95 Veronica Oborn Jefferis Hydrangea
Quilt applique 150 x 100 cm

NFS

96 Dianne Downer AFTER THE RAIN
Wet felted background with needle felting embellishments 75 x 60 cm

Further purchase enquiries to h.art.advocates@gmail.com

$275

Jenny Anderson
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After dabbling in oil paints for a couple of years, I became inspired by my art group to try watercolours. After seeing
my neighbour's old shearing shed I couldn't resist the challenge to have a go' and this SALA exhibition, ‘A Bright and
Savage Land’, was just the push I needed.

Carole Bann
I love drawing and nature, and am a strong believer in the value of drawing as part of the creative process. The
detail, the elements that are missed by a fleeting glance, the beauty of our environment; I invite the viewer to look
deeper, draw them in and offer another level of engagement.
I usually work in MetalPoint (24ct gold, pure silver wire), coloured pencil and graphite. These mediums allow for the
precision, control of detail and depth of the work I enjoy. These mediums suit my style for detail.
I have been using MetalPoint for six years and want to concentrate on perfecting my skills with this medium.
MetalPoint is all consuming, knowing one wrong mark can ruin hours of work. The technique has been used since
the time of the old masters and there are very few artists using this medium now. I enjoy being part of a long lineage
using this ancient technique.
My first solo exhibition was in 2014 at the South Coast Regional Art Centre Goolwa. Then in 2017 at the Murray
Bridge Regional Gallery. I have been a finalist in The Togart Contemporary Art Award, The Mortimore Art Prize, The
Waterhouse, Whyalla Art Prize, The Fleurieu Art Prize, The Fleurieu Water and Environment, and The Fleurieu Food
and Wine Art Prizes.

Andrew Barr
Andrew Barr is a landscape painter and biological scientist who records the fast disappearing images found in nature
in the remote regions of South Australia. Born in Canada, Andrew came to Australia in 1974 to begin a teaching
career at various tertiary institutions around this starkly beautiful country. In 2006 he joined the Scientific Expedition
Group that conducts biological surveys in SA, where the inspiration comes for his paintings. When on expedition he
sketches and photographs the landscape for the impressionistic approaches to his Australian outback paintings. He
has developed a versatility of styles which keeps his paintings fresh and lively. His textured foliage, bright colours
and sharp shadows capture the harsh and vibrant colours of the Australian landscape. His paintings have been
purchased by corporate and private collectors since 1974.

Sue Boettcher
I have no doubt most of us feel a connection to our land. In response to this exhibition I hope to communicate what I
can only interepret as my own spiritual connections to the land. I have often found when drawing and studying older
native animals and very old gum trees, they seem to have an ability to mentally communicate as if ordained to
imbue some sort of ancient wisdom to their onlookers. On these rare occaisions, I am left with a feeling of strength,
sureness and peace. In this body of work using bolder abstractions, and softer tonal realism, I hope to exchange my
thoughts with the viewer.

Belinda Broughton
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‘Dangerous Rubbish’
This series is about feral animals and the damage to the environment. Perhaps humans could be termed feral
animals. They do the most damage of all.
The three dimensional objects make use of found bones and rubbish, including a piece of blatant over-packaging
that once housed a wristwatch and now exhibits a rabbit. The glass in ‘Dangerous Rubbish’ was found in public
parks. The engravings are of skulls of feral animals.
‘Owning Up’ is about my (shameful) addition to the feral cat population.
‘Breeding Like’ speaks for itself, but could it be a metaphor for human overpopulation?

Callum Docherty
The River Torrens, also known by its native Kaurna name, Karrawirra Parri (Red Gum Forest River), “snakes” through
the land with a total approximate length of 85 kilometres. It runs westward through the Adelaide Hills from its origin
at nearby Mount Pleasant. The formative 1836 discovery at an inland bend established the sites of the City of
Adelaide and North Adelaide, named after Colonel Robert Torrens (Chairman of the Colonial Commissioners).
Torrens was a prominent figure in the city’s re-establishment. The River Torrens remains the most significant river of
the Adelaide Plains.
‘Blue Sunday on The River Torrens’ is an abstract interpretation of the river, exploring the characteristics of its many
twists and turns, symbolising the indigenous and historical relevance. As a new resident and artist to South Australia
I was immediately drawn to the river’s natural beauty and the defining role it has played in the city’s growth and
development.
I dedicate this work to the Kaurna People’s ‘Karrawirra Parri’ (Red Gum Forest River).

Dianne Downer
I work mainly in textiles using the many and varied techniques available but of late have concentrated on Felting and
Eco Dying. I enjoy experimenting with all textiles to achieve a result in whatever I work on. I have produced works
using thread painting, layering, melting fabrics, free form stitching, glue gun designs to name a few. I have been
fortunate to exhibit in Western Australia with the "What Lies Beneath" exhibition and since moving to SA, at
Nepenthe Winery and The Aldgate Cafe.

Kerrie Drogemuller
In January 2015, The Sampson Flat bushfires devastated a large part of the Adelaide Hills including the area around
my town of Gumeracha, forcing my children and I to evacuate for four days. Upon our return, the extent of the
damage to the surrounding area was overwhelming. I began photographing the aftermath within a few days and
have continued to take photographs of the regeneration ever since. Photography plays an important part in
capturing the details that interest me. These photographs inspire my artworks, which are primarily acrylic paintings
on canvas.
These paintings portray the devastation caused by the fires and the early regeneration of the native plants. By
exploring the fire zone from different perspectives, focussing on cross sections of landscape and close-up details, I
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hope to connect the audience to the environment and create a feeling of our insignificance when it comes to the
power of a natural disaster.

Indigo Eli
poetry | performance | art
My work stems from the urge to document intangibilities and speak the unspoken.

Kirsty Emery
I'm an Adelaide Hills based amateur artist who is inspired by the local surroundings. The Bright and Savage Land
theme called out to me as an artist and scientist. It made me think more about the first scientists who visited this
great country and the incredible scientific artworks that showcased the unique Australian flora and fauna to the
world.

Janet Gallagher
Art as a contemplative practice, inseparable from life itself, connection and disconnection at the heart of it all.
‘Bright Flower Blooms in the Night, Totemic I’ - Kingfisher visits seasonally, sacred symbol and joy to behold,
beautiful neighbour above the creek flow, calling.
‘Remnant’ Vignette, habitat is where it's at...
‘Overlay Triptych series’ - ghosting overlays; First Nations, a palimpsest of presence, echoes and tears. A meditation
on past and place through the digital image.
www.nestrest.com.au

Lisa Grapentin
I have drawn on the duplicity of nature, especially the animals that dwell amongst us. The soft, purring lap cat, with
the eyes of a killer. The stunning red fox and brilliant blue wrens, a disastrous meeting. The often unseen drama
occuring every day around us.

Hazel Green
Inspired by texture, light and the beauty of nature, Hazel stitches with a wide variety of threads onto natural fibres
or recycled cloth. Hazel dyes these with plant materials found in her garden or local environment.

Trevor Green
I take inspiration from the diversity of the trees we find in our environment. The variety of form, timber colour and
grain, leaves, bark, autumn colours and ease of working all contribute to the woodturners' palette. I use timber that
has fallen or been cut down in the near locality. The native trees give greater scope for turned creation while the
outwardly prettier exotics tend to plainer, oft-times softer and coarser timbers. No matter what the timber, the
turned form is the enduring aspect. Marrying the function to the form is vital if the piece is to be an enduring one.

Frances Griffin
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For “A Bright and Savage Land” I am exhibiting balsa and pine assemblage pieces, depicting a sample of the wildlife
that I have encountered at Eden Valley in the greater Mt Lofty Ranges. A few of these animals range wide over the
Adelaide Hills and others are transitory or remnant individuals, rarely seen in patches of their changing ecosystems.
The work references crazy patchwork –a popular method amongst colonial immigrant women- incorporating
asymmetric shapes and naturalistic motifs, using needle-work with scraps and remnants of fabric. Animals are
depicted simplistically, as stylised shapes and appliqued to the work.
Traditionally, Australian Indigenous women stitched together and embellished pieces of possum and kangaroo skin
to make rugs and blankets of special cultural significance.
A 2009 Visual Arts Graduate of Adelaide Central School of Art, my practice has focussed predominantly on abstract
oil painting. In 2017, I have begun developing a new series of works on wood using assemblage and collage
techniques, incorporating pyrography.
www.francesgriffin.com

Anne Griffiths
Anne Griffiths BAVA Dip Ed
Anne is an artist, teacher and h.Art member living in Lobethal in the Adelaide Hills. Anne is a painter and sculptor
who uses textiles, natural fibres and found objects in her work.
Inspired by the feminine aspect, her work reflects the nurturing, nesting and regeneration of the natural world. The
work in this exhibition alludes to the feminine form as cocoons. Wrapped in fibres and entwined in branches these
forms, living and growing, ready to burst into new incarnations.

Pam Hall
My paintings show two different landscapes - both beautiful yet vastly different. The dry and fierce country, where I
chose to live, is far removed from the vivid and lush landscape of my home country. Both bright, both savage in their
own unique way.

Ervin Janek
A Certain Awkwardness is about human connection and interconnection with the environment. It is also about fear. I
am afraid of what is happening to the world. I am afraid for my grandchildren. Nature has always been an interface
between life and death, but presently it seems more threatening. The weather is good here in the Adelaide Hills, so
it is hard to imagine a fragile environment. We forget that humans are completely expendable, and it’s time we
worked on avoiding our own extinction. We are also an integral part of the whole, connected to the world
intrinsically. We are made of the same stuff. The only difference between us and other animals is that we think and
that, with that thinking, we differentiate and judge. Our biggest mistake is deciding that we are at the top of some
self conceived hierarchy.

Dijana Komad
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‘Dream for a dream ‘is my interpretation of the historic events dating back to the early 19th Century. The idyllic
landscape of the Adelaide Hills was inhabited by the Peramangk Aboriginal people, giving them an endless supply of
food, water, building material, and pigments. For the settlers, that tranquil landscape and a cooler climate was ideal
for agriculture and for some, a desirable hiding place. Starting with agriculture, establishment of cities, and later the
Gold Rush, changed the Adelaide Hills. The life of hunters and gatherers became extinct. To interpret that
transformation into visual language I used the spade as a symbol for that alteration as it has direct association with
agriculture, the digging for gold, and the burial.

Sarah Kumela
An old Greek proverb states ''A society grows great when old people plant trees whose shade they know they shall
never sit in.”
Throughout the Adelaide Hills are examples of the vision of our forebears. Fully grown oak trees and mature fruit
trees, often derelict, can be found in abundance, thriving with the native fauna.
My art piece focuses on the early settlers' vision of abundance & diversity. Using a medium my mother taught me,
I've crocheted the features of this majestic old oak tree and framed it an old salvaged window frame. Hidden in its
branches sits a blue wren .
Through this art piece we glimpse the natural beauty in our ancestors work - if we take the time to look.

Janice Lane
"Altogether now" is a series of paintings upon slices of eucalyptus branch. These small intimate portraits of animals
living in my neighbourhood of Piccadillly, reference the impact of settlement upon the fauna of the Adelaide Hills.

Jane Mant
Jane Mant’s art is a response to the beauty of nature and an attempt to express the sublime through paint. She
works intuitively, letting go and allowing the work to unfold in unexpected ways. Her experience as an art teacher, of
students of all ages since the year 2000, has informed her practice as an artist. She makes art that expresses the joy
of play and creation. Working in multilayered acrylic allows her to experiment with vibrant colour and varied
textures in spontaneous ways.

Liz Mattock
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‘The Barn and the Hop Kiln’
When you drive around the back roads of Lobethal in the lovely Adelaide Hills you often come across old buildings barns, sheds, cottages and hop kilns. Some are still loved: some appear to be held together by the rust clinging to the
corrugated iron of the roof and the weeds growing up through the gaps in the walls.
I have never been inside either of these two and I have never met the owners and I do hope they don’t mind me
painting their barn and hop kiln…
I have taken liberties with the pictures. The barn now has a row of agapanthus along the front and the hop kiln has a
modern shed attached.
I wonder what they are like inside. I am thinking they are both dim and cool on a hot day. The iron creaks and cracks
in the heat. The odd mouse scuttles across the floor. They might have a birds nest up near the roof. Both probably
have bales of hay piled up against the walls and some old machinery waiting to be fixed up. An old Holden perhaps?
Covered in a tarp. There would be strings of baling twine ready to be used to tie something up and some tools
hanging on nails. Romantically, I’d like to see some hessian sacks of hops in the hop kiln; grown locally and ready to
be turned into beer for sale at the Bierhaus. In reality the hop kiln probably hasn’t got much in it and the barn is
probably used for keeping the ride-on lawnmower in …
The barn (or is it a large shed?) has odd shaped strips of tin nailed to the walls. No idea what they are for. Rather
attractive really. The hop kiln has what appears to be a door in the front wall, but it is above ground level. If you had
sacks of hops to take in wouldn’t they come off the back of a cart or truck so the height of the door would need to be
higher? If they came off the ground it would be a pain to lift them up and over the threshold. Or have I got
completely the wrong end of the string?
‘Fence Post’
A friend of mine comes from an old sheep property near Laura and he once brought back some very old fence posts
that were being replaced. They were of redgum and had holes drilled into them for threading the wires through.
They were wonderfully gnarly and I think we used them for firewood while out camping. Shame.
This was painted as a reminder of the hard work to make a fence when you had to chop and saw the wood by hand
and then dig a hole (no fence post diggers then) and thread the wire through the holes you had drilled. It was so
much fun to paint this mostly with a palette knife which gives you the freedom to put on paint thickly and with gay
abandon...
It also serves to remind us of the hard work done by the volunteers from Blazeaid who have replaced miles and miles
and miles of fences after the Sampson Flat fires. And after many other natural disasters all over Australia.......

Isobel McGarry
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Windsock/Koinobori with O-mikuji prayer/poem paper strips
'the wind can no more be seen
than an echo in the mountains,
in everything
we judge what is, what is not,
only by outer form'
'kaze mo me ni minu / yama no amabiko; monogoto ni / tada ari nashi o / katachi nite '
Bishop Shinkei (1406 - 1475)
'The most important issues to address are the truly existential threats we face; climate change and nuclear war'.
Noam Chomsky 2017
The windsock indicates the direction and strength of the wind... the wind carrying the red dust of drought, the acid
rain of a nuclear accident and the weeping of the lost in war.
The Koinobori, Carp windsocks are flown in Japan in honour of Children's Day (May 5th). I have hand stitched this
Koinobori in Eco-dyed silk to reflect/meditate/remember the children lost to atomic explosions and nuclear
accidents.
The O-mikuji are prayers/poems written on rice paper and tied to pine trees or wires in the grounds of Shinto
Temples. They can mark a sacred place.
Together the Koinobori and the O-mikuji will, I hope, give the strength and courage required for us to stand against
nuclear weapons / nuclear war, and to oppose the storage of nuclear waste in South Australia's pristine country-side.
The courage to stand for peace ...
#withwords/withoutwords
#tenthousandleaves

Barbara Millward
I live in an area Anglicised by the early settlers. Homesick for the Motherland, and weary of the searing summer heat
of the Adelaide Plains, they moved up into the cooler climes of the Adelaide Hills. They brought with them English
botany and garden design. The place of my ancestors has merged with the Australian bush and it's wildlife.

Maggie Moy
Maggie Moy has a pre-occupation with the histories of broken and found ceramic shards.
Moy's handbuilt ceramics reflect on the harsh conditions of early settler life and what the first European settlers had
to endure in this often hostile and strange land. The settlers brought with them colourful pieces of crockery from
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their home lands. Utilitarian plates and bowls with European and Chinese scenes of lakes, flowers and birds. Images
that perhaps reminded and comforted them of domesticity and home.
Moy's pinch pots are purposely odd shaped, rough and textural, reflecting the harsh Australian landscape with
smooth inlays of white porcelain, suggesting the hopes and dreams of a new life. The hand painted blue and white
drawings, are images taken from the shards Moy finds in nature - pieces of broken dreams.
Maggie Moy has a Bachelor of Visual Art (Hons) from Adelaide Central School of Art. In 2015 with assistance from
the Helpmann Academy she travelled to China as an artist in residence at The Pottery Worshop, Jingdezhen, where
she studied porcelain and blue and white painting techniques. Moy is currently studying Historical Archaeology at
Flinders University at Post Graduate level.
She says, "There are blue and white ceramic shards all over Australia, even in the most remote places. On a deeper
level, these broken shards hint at Australia's dark and unspoken history since first contact and European
settlement."

Veronica Oborn Jefferis
This piece is an indulgence of my love of colour and texture. It is based on the vast range of colours that appear in
the leaves of the seemingly dull gray greens of the Australian bush. The glorious sweeping branches on the gums on
my property are always an inspiration.

Judy Parham
When I reminisce about the establishment of settlements and agricultural practice within the Adelaide hills, my
feelings are conflicted. I admire the bravery, energy and enterprise of those early settlers, but I consider the impact
it must have made on the Peramangk Aboriginal people, who lived there.
In the introduction to her book ‘A Bright and Savage Land’, Ann Moyal mentions the combination of talents required
of the pioneers. They had to be, for example, scientists, naturalists, meteoroIogists, hydrologists, cartographers and
anthropologists.
In my work, I wanted to indicate my admiration for these people; the natural environment dominated by mainly the
majestic stringy bark trees; the Aboriginal people who were here first, referencing their cultural significance to the
possum skin cloak, by using leaves from one of the world’s living fossils, the Ginkgo tree, ginkgo being the symbol of
resilience and hope.

Kelli Park
I love the way women are represented in the landscape and how beautifully the physical landscape of our
environment is directly mirrored in women. In this assemblage of found objects from our farm, I have attempted to
create Morther Earth. Her base is firewood on which Eve (the apple) depends. The woven twig is the womb inside
which flickers new life, her skirt is the forrest. Her heart the seeds, her jewellery the leaves and her spirit the wings.

Kendrea Rhodes
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Survival shaped and developed the many talents required by indigenous people and the early settlers when
responding to environment. Long before the years of toil created this vineyard in the Adelaide Hills, the Peramangk
People lived in harmony with the environment – witness to the sunrise over the Mount Lofty Ranges.
Dawn consolidates the spirit of the Peramangk people with the agrarian endeavours of early settlers and presentday winemakers; the sun rises on everyone without judgement. This oil painting was inspired by the aerial
photography of Clint Young (Mt Torrens) who captured Tilbrook Estate’s Original Hill Block - Chardonnay.
Kendrea Rhodes is a Lobethal resident who has been painting for over 20 years, predominantly with oils. Stories are
how we remember and Kendrea likes to tell them using any medium available: words, websites, social media, paper,
canvas, acrylic paints, charcoal, blogs, magazines, newspapers, photography, books, newlsetters - the overarching
theme is always the story.
www.kendreart.com #kendreart

Paula Robbins
The environmental impact we've had on The Mount Lofty Ranges since European settlement was my inspiration for
this work. 'Arrival' depicts a green lush landscape of the magnificent ranges while 'Survival' is the extreme opposite
showing a landscape of a dry creek bed and dying flora.
Long bush walks in a local park offer a sensory overload for me as a painter. It never ceases to amaze me what
Mother Nature offers up as her palette. Trying to portray all that colour on a canvas is always a pleasure as I get lost
in expression and emotion.
I'm not an environmental artist but felt inspired to convey the need to preserve our beautiful region. For these
pieces I've used colour, shapes and markings with pallette knife, sponge, foil, fingers and just about anything I could
lay my hands on.

Tricia Ross
The natural beauty of the hills has on occasion been ravaged by bushfire. Whilst fire is a natural part of the
environment and can be caused by environmental and atmospheric incidents, man-made factors have also played a
part in catastrophic fire incidents. The Adelaide Hills fires of 1980, 1983 and 2015 are a testament to the devastation
that can be caused following broad acre fire impacts.
I am artist and lawyer. In my earlier legal life, I was involved in the assessment of damages cases following the 1983
bushfires. I saw many images of the fire and its aftermath, and heard tales of the loss suffered. My works imagine
the intensity, heat and invasive smokey haze of bushfires from both street and aerial levels of viewing.

Matthew Ryan
I am primarily interested in jewellery making; currently I am focused on chainmail. The pieces I am exhibiting for this
event are jewellery items based on snakes native to the Adelaide Hills region. Their patterns can be beautiful,
striking, and even mesmerizing, but they are still highly venomous and should not be approached. I find this
beguiling and deceptive beauty to be an apt metaphor for the Hills themselves, which can similarly provide
numerous hidden dangers and risks for the unaware.

Pam Stringer
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I have always been interested in arts and craft, and now I have time to put this into practice .

Peter Surguy
Myths and legends are not synonymous with lies as my culture would have it. They encapsulate the essence of Truth
in a profound and complex way. There is no denying the incredible scientific advances of the “West”. Invasion has
not only been of the land but also of the mind the heart and the soul, where a one sided rationalism destroys the
subtleties of life as does mechanisation forests rivers lakes and seas. Instead of being able to embrace indigenous
culture in our colonial invasion and land grab we ignored thousands of years of culture. This has nothing to do with a
romanticised notion of indigenous cultures as proclaimed by the 19th centuries idea of the ‘Noble Savage’. Instead,
it questions the blind ignorance of those who would not learn from the peoples who had lived with the land for
thousands of years, and could not grasp the subtleties and appropriateness of their technologies. We are instead
distracted by every new bright and shiny object that is proffered before our eyes.
The industrialisation of the whole of our life leads us away from the desire for deeper understanding of other people
and of the very land itself, and weakens our bonds and relationship to the other. Indigenous culture never separated
itself from the land / landscape in the way we have done. It was not an object but part of each group and individual.
Art can either follow the pattern of exploitation and industrialisation or can attempt to reconnect in new and
different ways with the land / landscape which exist in a human context, moving away from ownership and
exploitation to empathy and understanding at ever deeper levels.
In my own attempts to create stuff I am interested as much in the invisible; the silence between things as what my
senses perceive. They are contemplations (albeit of limited perception and skill) on the essence of what presents
itself, but not purely as an object outside to be exploited, but as something which is a part of me as I am of it.
Perhaps in this process is both art and healing?

